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Subject: Penalty payments imposed on Poland

1. Has the Commission already offset penalty payments not made by Poland, in connection with Case C-121 R, against disbursements to be made to Poland? If it has, what is the period covered and what volume is involved? In addition, if it has offset such payments, from what disbursements (e.g. under what funds) have deductions been made, and what has been the amount deducted in each case?

2. In this connection, will the Commission withhold the entire amount represented by the penalty payments becoming due until the Czech Republic withdraws its action? What is the total amount of the penalty payments plus default interest (on the date on which the Commission answers this question)?

3. Has the Commission already offset penalty payments not made by Poland, in connection with Case C-204 R, against disbursements to be made to Poland? If it has, what is the period covered and what volume is involved? In addition, if it has offset such payments, from what disbursements (e.g. under what funds) have deductions been made, and what is the amount deducted in each case?